
 

 WORLD SENIOR TEAM CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP  

Categories 50+ and 65+  

 
Prague, the Czech Republic  

5th – 15th March 2020  

 

 

Technical meeting 



Arbiters WSTCC 2020  

Chief arbiter:   IA Palovský Ladislav (CZE) 

Deputy arbiters:   IA Strobl Thomas (GER) 

      IA Prokopová Jiřina (CZE) - pairing arbiter 

 

Arbiters:    IA Karali Tania (GRE) 

     IA Cimina Andra (LAT) 

     IA Buchníček Petr (CZE) 

     IA Sikora Jan (CZE) 

     IA Diviak Rastislav (SVK) 

     IA Dobrotka Martin (SVK) 

     IA Benák Jaroslav (CZE) 

     IA Borsuk Yury (BLR) 



A protest against the decision of an Arbiter must be submitted in writing to the Chief 

Arbiter, within 30 minutes after the end of the game. A protest fee of 200 Euro has to be 

paid to FIDE and it is refundable if the protest is upheld. The Appeals Committee may 

also decide to refund the fee if it considers the appeal was not frivolous.  

Appeals procedure  

Appeals committee WSTCC 2020  

Chairman: IA, IO Solakoglu Ozgur (TUR) 

Members: FA Marta Motúzová (SVK) 

   FA Petr Laušman (CZE) 

 

Reserve members: Should be selected and establihed on the technical meeting.  



Times schedule 



Pairings and results 
 

Interim results will be published continuously on the chess-results.com.  

 

The pairings will be published on the website www.wtscc2020.net, chess-results.com 

and in front and inside of the playing halls on the flipcharts and stands. 

 

The pairings will be published on the chess-results.com webpages one hour after the 

last game will be finished at the latest.  

Team composition (on-line registration) 
 

The team composition of multi-member teams for the following rounds has to be given 
via on-line registration on the chess-results.com.  
 
In case of problems, please contact directly pairing arbiter - jirina.prokop@tiscali.cz, 

mob: +420 739 656 233. 
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Team composition for round 1 

The team composition for the first round has to be given directly at the end of technical meeting. 



Default time for all 9 rounds is 30 minutes.  

Default time 

Rate of play 

1.5 h/40 moves followed by 30 min (+ increment 30 s / move)  
 

The rate of play will be 90 minutes for the first 40 moves followed by 30 minutes for the 

rest of the game with an addition of 30 seconds per move starting from move one. 

Sofia rules are not applied in WSTCC 2020 

Draws 

System of play 
 

Both tournament in Open Section 50+ and 65+ will be played as a 9-rounds Swiss system 

tournament. The drawing of lots should take place at the technical meeting. 



Information about playing halls 

The tournament hall for 65+ open category and women 65+ category is situated at the 

Olympik Congress hotel. 

 

The tournament halls for 50+ open category and women 50+category is situated at the 

Olympik hotel (first 21 matches) and (last 6 matches) is situated at the Olympik Congress 

hotel. 

 
 

Open 50+ 

(first 21 matches) 

 

Open 65+ 

 

Open 50+  

(last 6 matches) 

 



Information about playing halls - CONGRESS hall 

Main entrance to the CONGRESS hall 



Schema of playing venue in CONGRESS hall 
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Information about playing halls - OLYMPIK hall 

Main entrance to the OLYMPIK congress hall 



Schema of playing venue in OLYMPIK hall 
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Team captain is allowed to leave or re-enter the playing venue within the first two hours. If he will 

try to enter playing venue later, he will no longer be allowed to enter the playing venue.  

 

The team captain (or the last playing player) shall sign the protocol indicating the results in the 

match at the end of play. 

 

The team captain (as well as players) must not stand behind the opposing team during play. 

 

Talking between the players or with other persons (except the captain) is strictly prohibited. Any 

breach of these rules may result in immediate forfeit of the player. As long as the game is in 

progress a player may talk only to an Arbiter or with his opponent as permitted by the Laws of 

Chess.  

 

The exchange of information between captain and player must take place in the presence of an 

Arbiter. Captain is entitled to advise his players on the offering or accepting of draws. If the player 

will obtain the draw offer during the game and he would like to ask the captain - only simply 

answers“ yes or no“ are permitted.  

Behaviour of players and captains 





Behaviour of players and captains 

At the start of any round a participating team has to be present with more than 2 players.  

If 2 or less of the players are present at the start of any round the players present are not 

allowed to start their games. 

 

The player can ask his captain if he may offer or accept a draw. 

 

The player who finished the game, should immediately leave the playing venue. 

 

The team captain may delegate his functions to another person, provided he informs the 

CA of this in writing in advance only once per round. 

 

The players should not eat at the chessboard during the game. 

 

All the participants should be dressed in a suitable manner 



 

During a game, a player is forbidden to have a mobile phone, electronic means of 

communication or any device capable of suggesting chess moves on their person in the 

playing venue (including wrist watches - both analog and digital).  

Mobile phones and wrist watches 



The FIDE Anti-Cheating guidelines are valid for the WTSCC. During WTSCC random AC 

inspections are possible. Arbiters are equipped with metal handle detectors, please 

inform your players, that random AC inspections could be done before the start of the 

game or after the finishing the game. 

Altogether 96 chess boards will be broadcasted live with 15 minutes time delay  

as anti-cheating measure. 

 

 

 

Flashes may be used only in the first ten minutes of the rounds. 

 
  

Anti-Cheating guidelines 

Live broadcasting and time delay 

 Additional rules 



HEALTH CARE assistance during WTSCC 2020 

During the whole championship there is a medic who is permanently present in the 

information centre (Olympik Congress hotel). 

 

We recommended to follow strict observance of hygienic principles, frequent washing of 

hands with soap and water or alcohol-based disinfectant. 

 

In the interest of safety and protection of health of the players, we are in contact with the 

Bulovka hospital in connection with the outbreak and spread of the 2019-nCoV virus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


